
Our Green Flag Journey: Tarbert Academy PA29 6TE

By: Teachers, Janitor and pupils from primary and 

secondary departments

Eco-Schools Coordinator(s): Mrs Ranger, Mrs 

McCulloch, Mrs Patterson and Mr Jones.

Eco-Schools is a pupil-led award, please make sure that this is reflected in your answers and that 

any photos submitted are clear and represent what you are trying to communicate.

Eco-Schools Scotland Interim Green Flag application



Our Voice (1 of 5)

The eco-committee was formed in 
secondary by asking for volunteers 
from every tutor group. This enabled a 
quick dissemination of information 
across the whole school as we have 
“vertical” tutor groups of mixed year 
groups.

In primary children voted for those 
who had put their name forward.

The eco-committee meets on average 
once a month at lunch time. The 
primary committee has extra ad hoc 
meetings also. 



Our Learning Experience (2 of 5)

Apart from litter we chose energy and 
school grounds.

Energy: our school has recently changed 
to using a biomass boiler to heat the 
building and we also have 118 solar 
panels on the roof.

School grounds: Our school has seen 
many changes and improvements to the 
school grounds from an outside 
classroom, new garden club shed, re-
organising of playground spaces, moving 
of trees, a new pre-school play area, the 
entrance garden improvement as part of 
the SQA Soft Landscaping Unit, car park 
area hedge trimming. This has given us a 
greener space and space for different 
physical activities to enhance our health 
and well-being and community resilience.

These were and continue to be all part of 
the on-going school improvement plan as 
well as integrated into the John Muir 
award in both primary and secondary.

All these were added to the action plans 
both at primary and secondary.



Measuring Progress (3 of 5)

The changes to our energy production 
as regards the biomass boiler are 
difficult to quantify at present as the 
system has not been running for a 
whole year yet. However deliveries of 
oil have dropped tremendously! The 
solar panels energy production is 
displayed in the reception hall and 
gives a constant read-out. P7 did some 
graphs with the readings from the 
panels (sadly deleted in error from the 
camera!).

The school grounds now provide more 
areas of interest and have been part of 
the planning process. We looked at 
local produce and our global footprint 
to make us more locally sustainable.



Sharing Success (4 of 5)

There have been several local groups 
involved with the school in various 
ways such as Jacky Preece from 
Ormsary with advice and practical help 
for the re-vamped section of garden at 
the entrance, the West Kintyre 
windfarm trust for financial help for 
pupils in their area and some helpful, 
practical assistance from parents also. 
The school has been involved with the 
Tarbert Castle trust at the new 
community orchard, tree planting and 
forest schools. Parents come in to help 
with playground development – called 
DIYSOS playgrounds.



Evaluate and Celebrate (5 of 5)

Head Teacher - Tarbert Academy is fully committed to the Eco-Schools principles and ethos with pupils and staff from Early Level, Primary and secondary helping 
the school on its journey towards our third green flag and beyond. It is a pleasure to see our pupils enthusiastically engaging with Eco-Schools activities and I am 
delighted with the overall effect these activities are having on the look and feel of the school. We have, over that last few years, added solar panels to our roof and 
built a biomass boiler unit and having these important ‘green’ features has been extremely useful in promoting the Eco-schools ethos throughout the school.

Teacher - Primary 7s with their P1 buddies visited the community orchard in the autumn to help prepare the beds. Primary 7s went a second time and worked 
with community members to plant fruit trees (digging the holes, putting in the fertilizer and mackerel first). 

Primary 7s have had two 'playground days' where we weeded, tidied, planted bedding plants etc to improve the primary environment. Worked really hard to 
wheelbarrow gravel and soil to fill three barrels and plant them with willow for the willow den. Aim is to make the playground a 'greener' place and soften the harsh 
tarmac environment by using planted barrels. 

Primary 7s have also taken responsibility for the boat - weeding and planting to improve the entrance to the school.

Jacky Landscape gardener - helped tremendously with the planning and planting of the new garden working with SQA Soft landscaping unit pupil to 

create a fantastic show at the entrance to the school.

Parent - I've thoroughly enjoyed working with children of Tarbert Academy who have acted as tourist guides, story tellers, inspirational speakers and generally fun 
filled companions on the many trips we have been on in our local wild places. Having newly arrived in the area the opportunity to volunteer on this project has 
offered a whole perspective of understanding the environment and local community from a child's view. It's been a real privilege to witness children's attitudes to 
their environment. 

Jane from the community - Tarbert Orchard has worked with primary and secondary pupils preparing the ground and planting trees. 3 x 4th year students have 
planted the orchard shelter belt and looked after sheep in the winter. The bin at the castle is regularly emptied by a student1 x 5th year student is working on a rural 
studies course weekly at the orchard, castle and community woodland. 10 primary pupils joined the beach clean.

Linda our Youth Community worker.

Robert from the Castle Trust - Tarbert Academy pupils have taken part in a number activities during recent years, and continue to do so, at our community 
owned castle, woodland and orchard. Woodland tree planting to improve habitat, Fruit tree planting for community sustainability, Clearing brash and rubbish from 
the site as improvements and access progressed. Installation of waste bin now emptied on a regular senior pupil rota, Assisted with conservation grazing sheep care 
and feeding on a regular basis. We look forward to this input continuing as it increases young peoples sense of community ownership and respect.

Parent The playground for Tarbert Academy Primary School is far from a green space - it's all grey concrete and metal railings. The kids were asked what changes 
they would like to see in the playground, and one of the more realistic ideas was a living willow den. It's great to see the willow starting to grow now that Spring is 
well under way - the kids are beginning to see how the planting will create a green space specially for them. The willow has been planted in old whiskey barrels, so 
it's also a good demonstration of re-purposing local resources. My children came along to help fill the barrels with gravel and soil, and they loved being a part of the 
planting process.


